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Shen Jingyan was speechless. 
 
He was the one who threatened to call the police before asking Qiao Nian to apologize. 
 
At this moment, Ye Wangchuan returned the words one by one, rendering him speechless. 
 
Ye Wangchuan could no longer be bothered to waste time with them. His eyes were icy on his eye-
catching face. “Whether this matter blows up or not is not up to me. It’s up to you. Since you showed 
such a bullying attitude just now, you have to accept it now that we’re returning the attitude. 
 
“Aunt Wei, I’m in a hurry and don’t have time for you to think about it. You can figure it out for 
yourself.” 
 
As he spoke, he raised his hand and looked at the time on the phone. 
 
He made it clear that he had limited time and would not give Wei Ying too much time to think about it. 
 
Liang Lu’s lips were pale with fear. Her lips were trembling, and she couldn’t care less about her 
reputation as the country’s authoritative expert. She immediately turned to Wei Ying and said, 
“President Wei, why don’t you apologize? That surveillance video can’t be handed over to the police. 
Once it’s handed over to the police, I…” 
 
The Wei family was behind Wei Ying, and they had deep roots. They still had Wei Mingxuan even if Old 
Master Wei was gone. 
 
Wei Ying also had a promising daughter and son-in-law. 
 
Wei Ying could still get away even if things blew up. 
 
But it was different for Liang Lu! 
 
Apart from being a doctor, she was also a teacher. She taught at Qing University and was usually very 
prestigious in the media. After this video was released, she would no longer be able to continue being a 
doctor in the future. If this matter blew up and became a medical accident, with Old Master Wei’s status 
and the achievements of the older generation, her job as a professor at Qing University would probably 
come to an end as well… 
 
She couldn’t bear such consequences. 
 
In the final analysis, it was because of Wei Ying’s strong request that she performed this brain surgery 
operation on Old Master Wei that she reluctantly took the lead. 
 
Who knew that the foreign expert that Wei Ying recruited was clinically pretentious, and they had no 
emergency strategy at all in case of an emergency. 
 
“President Wei.” Liang Lu panicked and urged Wei Ying nervously. 



 
Wei Ying was humiliated as if she had been stripped naked. Standing there, she first looked at Ye 
Wangchuan and saw that the other party didn’t take her seriously. 
 
She then looked at Wei Mingxuan and Wei Lou unwillingly. Wei Mingxuan frowned when he met her 
gaze, but he did not speak up for her. 
 
There was only Wei Lou left. 
 
There was no point in seeking help from him. Wei Lou couldn’t even hide the disgust in his eyes. 
 
She took a deep breath and slowly moved toward Qiao Nian under the watchful eyes of the seven aunts 
and eight aunts of the Wei family. 
 
“This matter…” 
 
Every word was an embarrassment to her. 
 
She closed her eyes and apologized to Qiao Nian. 
 
She didn’t apologize very sincerely, but it was considered a serious apology. 
 
After all, she was afraid of Ye Wangchuan, lest the other party really make a big fuss about the 
surveillance video issue to a level that couldn’t be dealt with. 
 
While Wei Ying apologized, she thought that Qiao Nian would be a little too afraid to bear her apology. 
 
Who knew that the girl was calm and didn’t mean to be polite to her at all. She just ignored her and 
waited for her to finish. 
 
Wei Ying clenched her hand, becoming more and more embarrassed. “I misunderstood you.” 
 
She had laid out a lot of nonsense in the beginning, but the last sentence was just a light 
‘misunderstanding’ to brush off this apology. 
 
Qiao Nian narrowed her eyes, her gaze cold. Holding a mineral water bottle in one hand, she looked at 
the woman in her 60s, who had lowered her head in front of her. Pursing her lips, she restrained the 
evilness in her eyes and asked, “Since it’s an apology, don’t you have to say sorry?” 


